Media Kit
SUNIPIX® (a venture of Abraham Thomas Foundation) provides royalty free
stock photographs for personal and commercial use. The website is popular all
over the world and is the largest independent website providing free photographs
for everyday use.
SUNIPIX® is a leader in developing innovative, result-driven advertising
programs. From traditional positions to ground-breaking innovations, SUNIPIX®
gives you the flexibility to create the exact advertising campaign that is right for
your marketing efforts. This flexibility streamlines production, implementation and
launch. By combining a variety of advertising units, you have a powerful
advertising platform unlike any other on the Web.
Audience:
SUNIPIX® viewers are educated, affluent and influential. Reach a highly qualified
audience that has a spiral of influence - they get and spread ideas.
SUNIPIX® images are used by influential people and they use our images for
projects, publications and office presentations. SUNIPIX® images are used by
students, teachers, web designers, blog writers, advertising agencies,
government officials, small business owners, multi-national corporations,
pharmaceutical companies, banks, travel agencies, architects, law firms, hotels,
airline and shipping companies, universities, publishers and TV stations. The
website is accessed in all the countries. A large number of SUNIPIX® images are
used by internet search engines in their image gallery which tend to lead people
to our website. Though our clients visit to download specific images, as our
images are free they tend to spend more time browsing images in other
categories.
Guidelines to place an advertisement in our website:
SUNIPIX® maintains an advertising acceptability Department whose function is to
examine advertisements before publication to determine if they meet the
standards of acceptability developed by us over the years.
SUNIPIX® may decline to accept advertising that is misleading, inaccurate or
fraudulent; that makes unfair competitive claims; or that fails to comply with its
standards of decency and dignity.
If an advertisement contains statements or illustrations that are not deemed
acceptable, and that SUNIPIX® thinks should be changed or eliminated, the
advertiser will be notified. SUNIPIX® will attempt to negotiate changes with the
advertiser; however, if changes cannot be negotiated, the advertisement will be
declined by SUNIPIX®.

In addition, an advertisement must sometimes be declined because of the
applicability of laws dealing with such matters as libel, copyright and trademark,
the right to privacy, the sale of securities, the sale of real estate and political
advertising.
If you have any questions, please write to us at: sunipix@gmail.com
Online advertisement format:
Fixed Panel: 176 wide X 260 tall
Leader board: 700 wide X 90 tall
Footer: 700 wide X 90 tall
Pricing:
Contact: sunipix@gmail.com

